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ABSTRACT

All existing methods of space propulsion are based on expelling a reactior,1mass (propellant) to induce motion.
Alternatively, "space coupling propulsion" refers to speculations about reacting with space-rune itself to generate
propulsive force& Conceivably, the resulting increases in payload, range, and velocity would constitute a
breakthrough in space propulsion.

Such speculations are still considered science fiction for a number of rea_ns: (1) It appears to violate
conservation of momentum. (2) No reactive mecliaappear to exist in space. And (3) No "Grand Unification Theo-
ries" exist to link gravity, an acceleration field, to other phenomen_ of nature such as electrodynamics.

This paper focuses on the rationale behind these objections, arious methods to either satisfy cr explore these
issues are presented along with secondary considerations. It is found that it may be useful to consider alternative
conventions of _ience to further explore speculations of space coupling propulsion.

INTRODUCTION

Space coupling propulsion is a term offered here to collectively discuss those concepts that con_ider inter-
acting with the "fabric', or struciure: of space-time itself to produce propulsive forces. These concepts have been
grouped together because they raise similar issues and unkn3wns. Some of the more familiar concepts within this
category include "anti-gravity", "graviton rockets', and "propellantless propulsion ". "Anti-gravity" refers to the
negation, control, or generation of gravitational forces, or more generally the concept where a vehicle can induce
its own acceleration field (reference 1). "Graviton rocket" reti_rs to the concept of expelling gravitons or
gravitational waves to produce reaction forces. "Propellantless propulsion" is a more generic term that refers to any
concept that does not need o_-board reaction masses, and thus exteads beyond the category of coupling to the more
conventional concepts of light sails, magnetic sails, or electrodynamic tethers.

In much the same way that pioneering rocketry was inspired by the science fiction of its day (reference 2),
these concepts and the awareness of their potential _nefits were probably inspi_t_dby more recent scictice fiction.
Science fiction images of vehicles that levitate oft"the Earth or that travel interstellar distances with ca.,;esuggest
propulsion that does not require propellant, or more specifically, that can induce acceleration fields at will. Without
the burden of carrying propellant: payload capacities could dramatically increase, ranges would no longer be limited
by propellant supply, and there could even be higher vehicle v,_iocities from continuous acceleration. In addition
to such propulsion breakthroughs, the ability to produce acceleration fields could provide artificial gravity to enable
crews to endure long voyages. Additional spin-offs could be speculated, but it is enough to say that a discovery
on this frontier would constitute an enormous breakthrough.

Presently, such wishful thinking remai_;._within the realm of science fiction for several reasons: Primarily,
the notion of producing motion without a conventlt,_al reaction mass appears to violate conservation of momentum.
In all known forms of propulsion, something ac:s as the reach._n mass. Rockets expel propellant, and aircraft push
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against the air. Space coupling propulsion can conserve moment.am by various mean3, but iraplying that _me i
substance in space acts as the reaction mass evokes anotber objection: There is nothing in the vacuum of space to
reactagainst. Finally, speculations about creating a local acceleration field, similar to graviw, evokes another objec-
tion: There are no "Grand Unification Theories" (GUTs) linking the fundan_mtal forc,_s of nature to enable
controlling gravity via intermediary phenomena, _ach as electrodynamics.

Because this subject is still speculation rather than engineering, space technologists are not pursuing it.
Scientists are pursuing the underlying fundamentals, but that work is not targeted toward space eropulsion anpli-
cations. The nmin bodies of science that apply most closely to this subject are General Relat[vnty, Cos_llolo_.v, and
Partiel Physics. General Relativity deals with gravity and space-time (reference 3), includir_gexperiments aimed
at detecting gravitational waves (reference 4). Cosmology, which deals with the origin of the universe and the
structure of space-time, has combined with Particle Physics in pursuit of GUTs. That quest is largely based on
exploring the correlations between the fundamental forces of nature at high energies, like those that existed during
the "Big Bang" origin of the universe (reference 5). These approaches are making progress, but they are oriented
toward general understanding rather than applications to space propulsion.

Not having any GUTs, however, should not preclude the exploration of space coupling propulsion The lack
of rigGrousscientific and engineering theories should not discourage qualitative speculations about space coupling
propulsion. By making "what-if" speculations (assuming that nt is indeed possible to propel against space-time),
while considering the science issues, various ways can be speculated for satisfying the issues, or at least identifying
the unknowns within the sciences. Quantitative validation of these ideas or even a detailed identification of the

unknowns are beyond the scope of a single paper. This paper is meant primarily to suggest the ro,ge of possibilities
which could spur further di_ussion and investigation.

Motivated by the revolutionary benefits, inspired by the science fiction, and challenged by the speculative
nature, this paper explores the notion of propelling a vehicle against the structure of space-time. By exploring this
notion from a "what-if?" perspective, rathe: than "what-with?" (engineering tools/methods) we migh_ stimulate
thought-provoking explorations, might help shape the tools of _ience to be more applicable to the perspective of
space prop,lsion, or might even leveal m_srereadily obtainab!e solutions.

CONSERVATION OF MOMENTUM

The pfitnary reflexive respon_ to the notion of space coupling propulsion is concern over con_rvation of

momentum. Newtonia, l mechanics requires thatmomentum be con_.erved, andpropulsion without propellant appears
to violate this law. In the case of conventional propulsion, conservation is satisfied [wxause the expelled propellants
possess equal and opposite momentum to the vehicle. Space coupling propulsion appears to violate this law because
the reaction mass is not readily apparent. Conservation of momentum can be satisfied in various _ays that do net
require having an on-b".,trd supply of reaction mass. The_ include: conservation by wsing the contents of spaco as
the reaction mass, conservation by expeiling non..mass momentum, conservation by negative mass, and con_rvation

by coupling to distant nLasse.svia the intervening space. Several of them treatments, most notably interacting with
the contents of space and coupling to distant masses, evoke secondary issues.

Conservation Using the Contents of Space:

Rather than using an on-board reactio_ mass, momentum can be conserved by using the matter that _savailable
in space in much the same way that aircraft propellers react against the medium of air. Space, however, is

commonly thought to be empty which is another major barrier tc the notion of space coupling pror',flsion. Space
is not empty, however. Space contains interstellar matter, magnetic fields, star light, Cosmic Microwave
Background radiat;on, and subtle substructures of space like Zero Point Energy and the virtual sea of pair
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creation/annihdation. And, m,der]ying all of these media, is the "structure" of inertial frames which may also
consti_vte a reactive medium.

The more _armJiarcontent:iot space, matter, light, and magnetic fields, are probably too feeble to be an ade-
quate reactive media. Methods ha_'e been propos,_ th=: use. tL_se media f_r propulsion, namely solar sails (ref-
erences 1,6) and an "lnterst.ellarRamjet" (refer,_t_s 1,6,7), but ff_c,'_emethods do not constitute genuine space
coup'ing propulsion.

A less obvious candidate for a r-..aL:tix,e media in space, whi,:h was discovered in 1964 (reference 3) and is
being studied today by the COBE space craft (reference g), is the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation.
Presumed to be a remnant from the Big Bang, this background radiation permeates ali space and appears to be

I t,_ 'coincident wilh the mean re_gtframeof the_galaxies surromiding earth, .aria pr_v,des a phcuomena by which velocities
r_lativc to that frame can be measured (directional doppler shifts). Such features invite using this background as
a medium to lX,ssibly react against, but, like interstellar matter, it is very feeble (4x 10^-34 g/cm^3) (Reference 3).
Although not promising as a direct reactive medium, it may one-day provide a u_ful reference for deep space
navigation.

A more fundamental category space coupling media is the substructurt_sof space. These include Zero Point
Energy (also known as the vacuum fluctuations of the e.lectromagnetic field) and the sea of virtual pair creation/
annihilation. Zero Point Energy is the absolute minimum e.nergyof a harmonic o_itlator ,_tits ground state. This
means that even in the vacuum of space, there is a non-zero energy of electrom, tgnetic oscillations I,reference 3).
The sea of virtual pairs refers to the quantum mc_.hanical possibility that particle pa'_rs(matte_-antimatter) are
spontaneously prrxtuced and re_;onvcrged throughout spa_:e. Usually *hey are _ow energy photons, _,ot could
occasion_.!iybe eloctron/positron paits (reference 1). Some concepts for reacting against these mexli_,mha_'e been
speculated and .'nay be ,:andidates tbr Space Coupling Propulsion (references ! ,9).

Perhaps the most l;.kely media fbr genuine space coupling propulsion are inertial frames themselves, lner-
ttal frames are the fundamental frameworks against which the laws of motion are dc_,cnbed, and as such, have some
physical significance beyond just mathematical entities. The .,'mtureof this physical significance and the correla-
t;on to other phenomena is not fidly unaerstood. Imagining inertial frames as a candidate reactive media is difficuR
becau_ inertial frames are used as a reference for observing interactions, rather than as a par:icipsnt of interactions.
The utility o! ines'tiai frames will be discussed later in this paper under the heading; "Conservation Using C_upling
to Distant Masses'.

Perhaps one way to consider interacting with inertial frames is to use the previously described contents of
space, in particular, the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation and Zeco Point F;nergy. Both of these phenomena
are coincident with inertial frames, madperhaps are fundamentally lixdcc2!._,y_.,ne "structural" property that n-my
some-day p_'ovid,san indirect means to reactively couple to inertial frames th,,t_,_qves.

Conservation Using Non-Mass Momentum:

Another way to _tisfy conservation of momentum is to consider that sonde non-mass momentum is expelled
from the vehicle, such as photons, gravitons, or hypothetical "space wav, s' ff_gure 1). Assuming that it were
possible to focus ,_I!this e,",pelledradiation along a single direction, the gent,:al equation relating power (P), force
(F), and velocity (v), P = F x v could be used to indicate the potentia! _':._'fetwerradiated power. The vel,_city
term refers to the radiation velocity, and in the case of photons and gravito,_, this is the speed of !ighl. Entering
the speed of light into this equation trar,s!_te._to a rather feeble forageper tad tared t)ower: 3.3 x!O^-9 Newtons/Watt.

This lbrce/power equation assumes, however, that the radiation Itas zero re.st mass. Gca:'i!,ms have been
spec,alated as being a more promising candidate of ener_y expeilant because they midlr_tnot have zero rest mass and



becausethe.,/a._."related.*.otra_/acc_.lerationphenome_a Oravitonsarequ_tizedgravitationa_wave_;analogous

togheway thatphotosa,._quanti_/,el_momagneticwaves.Unfommately,gravitonsarestilljus!theoretical

erdities, tr.tdno meth_xt_have yet ;'_ea prolxw_cdfor usm_ graviton._for p.',.)pulsion.

Anot_er svect_ f_r exploriag _.is _Lon-massmome'atumtheme would be to look for alternative forms of "space
wave_" that either hav_ a non-z_,rensgtmass, or have _ach lower p_p_gation velocities than light. Perhaps oscilla-
t/cwtsix_th?. "gructu_" of inertial friariesmay ex_as_itutethe_, hypothetical space waves.

(_gOTE: "[_,.graphic device r,mploy,_ in figures 1-3 is space-time "fabric', whege the height of the "fabric"is
pr3_c.or.al to gravitafiocal poteatial. Gradients or "hills" ia this graphic ftb_c represent tcccleration fields and,
uLdogoustoreallfiils, induce m_fioe ia the "down hill"din_c¢.)

E/C = (mV)vehide

n x.y plane "-_'"_

Fig. i.Conservationof momentumbyo)(r_!lingnon-massmomentum
suchas hypc"_t_Jl "31k3oewaves'.

(-reX-v)= (+m)(+v) _

,_ ' _ .

Fio.2. Conser_a;ionof momentumoyu._i,_negativemass.



Conservation Usin8 Negative Mass:

An imagmafiv_ means ¢f conserving momentum _s to create a condition wh_re the to_ll mess, and hence
t,'oc',vn_htm !S nlw_y¢ zero. "rh;_ tn,_.atrn@nt,L.e.eS_hyr,_.hhetic_!",,_g,,,;,,,, .,oct" _¢.._,,ol o,,,_,,,,,o ,,f .,_,_;-,,, .r_d
negative tress w,,re placed side by side, they would both accelerate along the vector pointing from negative toward
:_ositi',,e_uatTerbecan.._eof :he i_ter_tive pi'operties of negative and positive m&_s(figure 2). This negative matter
propulsion concep_does indeed satiefy the laws of motion (reference 10). The weak_ees of this negative matter
scheme, acide from the problem of obta.:ningand handling negative matter, is whether or not the laws of motion
would still be satisfied if unequal proportic,,xsof negative and normalmass were used. Coqservatioa may still hold
with unequal masses if the concept of coupling to distant masses is considered. This cc,:,.._eptis discussed next.

Conservation Using Coupling To Distant Masses:

Perhapsthe m.'.)stfun_.ngnLal and broad-sweeping concept ft_rspace coupling propulsion is the concept where
a vehicle produces its o:,¢nacceleration field to push against some "st_¢:ture"of space. To satisfy conservation of
momentum with this conc_t, it is necessary to speculate that the reaction force is impartedonto distant masses
via this space structu_'ein much the same way that gravity attractsdistant masses. Momentum is cons-rved by the
:-.teal a_d opposite momer,,"umimparted to _e space/matter sy_.tem(Figure 3). This requires the perspective that
matter is somehow conn_ed to space, and that space has a degree of "stiffness"to transmit force to distant,matter.
This l_rspect_ve is difficult to c,onceptu_ize, and evokes seconchuV i_ that are discussed next.

F_. 3. Conservation of momeatum by ,_:ouplingto distant masses via
coupiir,g to thestructuroof space.

Mass is known to "connect" to space in two ways; gravity and M_'h's Principle. Gravity is the field
phenomena related to the presence of mass, wvberethis field causes a,'_attractio_ with ot3er distant masses. Mach's
Principle relates the presenceof matter to the,definition of inertial frames. Mach _,t.orized that inertial frames exist
only 'becauseof the presence of matter (refe:e_ 3). Additionally, as m,.iicated by inertial drag, a given point in
space nay actually be a composite of inertial frames, each of which is somehow "connected" ,o its source mass.
Another mteresting point is that gravity and inertial frames are related, t_mvitational fields are, in essence,
accelerated merti_J frames, and _dtcrnatively, anaccelerated inerti'sl fram_ are gravitationally fiat (the gravitational
potential across the space is constant).

To further consider reacting agaix)stdistant masses, it is useful to indulge in sor_e aiternative pers])ective._of
these known phenomena. For example, it is useful to consider that inertial frames and their "connection" to their
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source masses provide the structus_ for _¢act.ivecoup!ing. This implies tl_ inertial frames would have a property
for referencing position, in azldition to re.ferencingacceleration, to allow position relative to the frame's source mass
to bc tmiquely define. This is ur :3ave4:tionalbecanz¢ inertial frames art thought to pro,/ide o_y a reference for
measuring acc¢!e_ti_as, not velocity n,r,.r'£,s__itio_.Ad.d/tionally, i_ is u:'_fuI to assume that this posmon property
has some cha:acteristic "stiffness" that ldlows forces to be imparted _to_s _ to the source maz._s. Such
consideration_evoke the notions of the prcverbial "aether" .rid thetheoretically de.fimct "absolute reference frame'.
The similarity between the'_¢views and those unpopular notioas is not exact° and hence, should not prejt,.dic.c
indulgence inthe.seperspectives.

Continuing with these slx_ulative pe_'_tives, forc_ could be induced _lative to inertial frames if it were
p'_ssible for a vehicle to alter its gnwit_tional fie'_ddistrib_:tionor its collectivity to its own inertial frame. By
redistributing itz own gravitational field, it could, _ effect, create a local asymmetric acceleration fie!& The
reaction forces would be imparted to the "stiff" inertial fram_ and subsequently to their source matter (figure 3).
This is similar to the special case in the concept of negative ma_ propulsion where there is more normal mass
than negative mass. In this case the non-zero momentum of the vehicle would be balanced by the equal and opposite
momentum of the inertial space and its sssociat_l ma0er.

An issue related to these speculations, whose hlvestigation n_y provide clues to the "stn,cture" of inertial
frames, is the proportioaeJity of the imparted forces. If inertial spac_ gre pushed against, do the frames' source
matter move in unison (C.as¢A, figure 4), or do they move proportionally (Case B, figure 4)? What is this propor-
tionality based on; the distance from that point and/or the magnitude of the soi;_¢ mass'.) One spocu|ation to
quantitatively explore this proportiotmlity is t_,_skc.._methat th,_prol_rtionality coefficient at t given point in space
is simply the gravitatiotml potential of the s.mxrv,massat thatpoint m spree. These speculations and qu_tions have
yet to be fully explored.

Before dispkicement _,,._,/

3 : d , r

Uniform k. '/' / ,'--.....
displacement

d 1 d2 r

F__ "::"......
Proportional ,;-:-".....

displacement i

l:ig 4. Questionin0theproportionali,'yof couplingto distantmasses.

The concept 0¢ _._':*plinl_to distant _tasses requires some unconventional perspectives on the structure of space,
l_trticularly v_*_::e::!.,,_:_to the definition of inertial frames and their relation to mstter. Furtl'.er investigations of
this c,oupiing "i':,::ib,I!y v,o_ld likely require further indulgence and refinement of these unconventional perspectives,
including explo..'._,!..:_of fae proportionality issue and the relation to Maeh's Principle.
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SEARCHING FOR A FGRCE INDUCING 'TOOL PHENOMENA

Having addressed the i::sues of conserving momentum and the contents of space, and having identified the
d_irahility n," inducing a h,c.alizx_l acceleration field c_n'.'_an inertial frame, the next issue is to identify c_ndidate
mechanisn,_ to create this acceleration effect. Acceleration fields imply gravity, and hence, the target mechanism

is to discover some means to alter gravity. This evokes the last major reflexive respon_ to the notion of space

coupiing propulsion: There are no known ways to practically xa-.anipulate the phenomelm of gravity. There are two
avenues to respond to this issue. The first avenue is direct manipulation of gravity by _he ,'notion of masse.s. "l_e

second avenue is to induce, gravitational forces via an intermediary phenomena, such as electrodynanucs, which
evokes the need for a "Grand Unification Theory'. Although science has not yet provided such a theoretical

mechanism, there are several different approaches toward discovering a usebal connection between gravity and other

phenomena. All these approaches offer different applicability or viability for space coupling propulsion and are
described next.

Inducing _.cceieratinn,,; by Motion of Ma_es:

Several concep:z exist that consider inducint; force or local accelerations by the motion of nearby masses.

In general, these concepts are either imp_ractical because of the enormous mass densities and speeds required, or are
of doubtful viability because of uncertain physics.

1. General Relativity Based Gravity Devict_: An impractical, but theoretically sound method to create

acceleration forces is based on "magnetic gravity'. General relativity provides the possibility of an analogous

phenomena to gravity that magnetism is to electricity. Unfortunately, in order to produce appreciable forces
with these conceptual devices: ultra-dense masses (densities approximately that of a white dwarf) must be

moved at relativistic speeds al_ag strictly defined paths (reference 1).

2. Gyroscopic Antigravity Machines: On a raore speculative side, devices have been designed and patented
(reference l i), that claim to produce gravity negating forces by gyroscopic motion. These devices are

variations on a theme of converting angular momentum into linear force; a scheme which v_olates conservation
of linear momentum. One example of this is a "Laithwaite Engine" (reference 12) which gives the aplw.arance

of pruviding upward forces by the upward swing of its gyroscov,:_s once llae device be.gins to rotate. This
.motion, however, is not a propulsive force, but rather a torque that mak=s the gyros chan_e orientation in

order to conserve angular momentum. This device and others like it do no_ hold muc_ ; _omise as propulsion
devices, but are excellent instructional tools for understanding conservation of angular momentum.

3. Anomalous Gyro_opic Measurements: Recently, another gyroscopic device has been report_l to produce

reductions in weight proportional to rotational motion (reference 13). This report is not a prolx_se_l anh-

gravity device, but rather an observation of an unexplained result. A gyroscope weighing on the order of 150

grams and with a vertical spin axis, was found to have weight reducti,.ms on the order of milligrams when
rotated in the right-hand direction, and no weight change when rotatt:d in the left hand directkm. This is

probably just an expenential error, but being such a peculiar observa'_ion, it is worthy ef note.

Inducing Acceleration Effects via Ir_termediary Phenomena:

In addition to the perstx:ctive of inducing forces from the simple motion of matter, there is the perspective

of u._ing some intermediary phenomena to induce effects. This means finding some controllable phenom,'.na that
is related with the phenomena of gravity, and using this control phenomena to indirectly _nduce grzvitational

effe_rtS. An example of this intermediary principle is the way that microwaves (electnxlynamics) are us_:d to induce
molecular vibrations (heat). With respect to space coupling propulsion, the prime intermediary phenomena is

electrodynamics. Various approaches to correlate gravity to other phenomena are briefly reviewed below and in-

clude: (1) General Relativity's connection between inertial frames and gravity as referenced by electrodynamics, (2)
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Gravity _ an index of refraction for electrodynamics, (3) Gravity as a Zero Point Energy effect, and (4) The
hyperclmrge force.

|. Generai Reiativity, Convenfionai Correlations: Although gravity is known to effect electrodynamics
(gravitational fields bend ',hepath of light), Gen_nd Relativity has not provided a gravity/electrodynLmic tool
applicable for space coupling ptx)pulsion. Instead, G_aeral Relativity uses electrodynamics (specifically the
speed of light) as the reference for de,cribing how :/ravi_.yrelates to kxertial frames. For example, in filebasic
equation governing the relation between distance (d), time (t), and the phenomena of light, d = t x c, the
speed of light (c) is the reference constsnt, and spice and time _e the variables that "warp"relative to gravity
(reference 3). Although this perspective has procea its usefulness, it may ::ot be optimum for the perspective
of space coupling propulsion.

2. Index of Refraction and Grav;ty: An alternative approach to describe the same natural observations is to

treat the speed of light as the variabic Bat gets "warped"in the presence of gravity. Basically, Thisperspec-
tive takes the form of relating the index of refraction of light to gravitational potential (references 14, 15).
In the case of space coupling propulsion, it may be more useful to consider distance as "stiff" and the speed
of light as the variable with respect to gravity. This approach allows considering electrodynam_c_ as the
intermedisry mochanism rather than as the reference. To date, no proposed rne_hanism based on such perspee-
fives have been reported, but this may be an interesting avenue for further exploration.

3. Gravity and Zero Poittt Energ_y: An inierestind ,Iternative approach to relating gravity and electrodynan_es
is tb.¢ theory that gravity is an induced effect associated witV_Zero Point Energy fluctuations of space
(r'.:ference 16). Various methods that use Zero Point Energ 7 fo_ propulsion have been proposed (references
l, 9), but no eon_pt has been proposed that takes advs.,',iageof these corlelatieas '.oinduce a.synunetnc gravity
fields. This approach also merits additional co._stderation.

4. Fifth Force, Hypercharge Force: Aitother interesting perspective linking gravity to some other more manage-
able phenomena, is the "hype_.harge force" concept. In a reanalysis of the experiment that demonstrated that
all masses, independent oi composition, accelerate unifo_-mlyin a gcavi_tionai field, it was found that there
may be a correktion between gravitational acceleration and a sub-atomic characteristic called hypercharge or
baryon number (reference 17). This correLtion h_ yet to be th!ly proven oz disproven, but either way, it
does not hold much promise as a candidate mechanism for space coupling propulsion. The differences in
gravitational atuaction by hypercharge are negligible (delta-g/g t_pproximately 10^-7) (reference 17).

CONCLUDh_G SUMMARY

"Spacecoupling propulsion" refers to the category of propulsion concepts that involve some means of c_upling
to the structure of space-time itself to produce propulsive forces. Such speculations are enticing because of the
enormous benefits thatcould result. Unfortunately, such concepts are al_ considered science fiction. Even fl_ough
these notiex_sare still fiction, avenues for advancement exist. This paper examined the reasons behind the "science
fiction" conclusion, and, bazed on the unknowns within those reasons, identified a variety of avenues for making
progress on this potentially breakthrough subject.

The primary reesons that space coupling propulsion is considered science fiction are: (1) It appears to violate
conservation of momentum, (2) 'IV,ere appea_'s to be nothing in space to act as a reactive medium, and (3) There are
no "Grand Unification Theorie._" which link the phenomena of gravity, an acceleration field, to manageable
phenomena of nature, such a._electrodynamics.

Conservatien of momentum can be r,atisfied by using the media in space as the reaction mass, expelling
non-mass momentum, using negative mas,s,or by _upling to distant masses via the structure of inertial frames.

None of the, e methods are readily available, but the most promising pursuit may be to fundamentally explore
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coupling to distant masses via 0-,e stn_ctareof inertial frame.s,perhaps by some _n_mtction with Zero Point Energy
or the Cosmic Microwave B_ckground r_listio_.

• .I

Th.._ con*"'o__._ "¢ _-_" '_-' "._ c_xdat_ ,,,_¢^"r',,c,c_ve_.... h_¢.l_.l_:h_II_ mla_-r, nmga©ti_;If©Ida,
starlight, Cosmic Microwave Bpckground .radiation, tnd the substructures of space such as Zero Point Energy,
virtual pair creation/an_ihilttion, or inertiul frames themselves. None of these contents appear to be substantial
enough to constitum an a,_lO:lnatereactive medium, but may be useful tools in the search for more fundamental

structuresof space. Pe_lutpsthe most pro_ising direc.tmedium for space coupling propulsion is Zero Point Energy,
and the most promising indirect c4mdid_tes_ to use_.7Ze-_oPoint Energy or the Cosmic Microwave Background
radiation as intermed_m'ypheeomena to ex[_o:e the structmes of inertial frames.

With respect to searching for theories that link the phenomenaof gravity to some intermediary phenomena,
the possible avenues include: conventional General Rel,tivity, exploring the notion of thespeed of light as a variable
relati'_e to gravity, exploring the notion of gravity as a Zero Point Energy force, and exploring the use of the
hypercharge force. None of these avenues presently provide a mechanism to alter gravity by practical means, but
all are worthy of further investigation. Promising avenues co_ddbe the notion of the speed of light as a variable
relative to gravitational potential, and the notion of gravity,as a Zero Poiqt Energy effect.

Although no methods yet exist to enable genuine space couplk_g propulsion, there are many unknowns and
unexplored avenues that may one day leai to a breakthroughdiscover, on this frontier. These avenues are not
_lw_y,, obvious nor do they promise high chances of success, but the l_Otentialbenefits are enormous. So long as
speculationscan be offered, the oppo_unity to translatetheminto testabloconcepts exists, and within such activities

may spring new awareness and closer _venues toward discovering the breakthroughpotemial of space coupling
propulsion.
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Tethers and Asteroids for Artificial Gravity Assist
in the Solar System

Paul A. Penzo" and Harris L. Mayer?

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California institute of Technology, Pasadena, Califi;rnia

Planet_ miuioem have benefited grcafy from the gravity nt, t_l mechanism where a planetary, flyby can boost
or otherwi_ modify uspececrofttrtjecto_ to accomplishspecificlioah. The mn.qlplanelencountersof Voyager
2, for examy_e,wereaccomplishedusingthisproce_. The Galileomissionwill utilizeoveru dozenflybysof the
Galileunmoons to perform a completescientificInvestigationof theJurdtersystem.Can asteroidsbeuaedin u
manner similar to gnvity mmll¢?Their l_¢uvitutiouMpe|l is too weak to provide the required heoding of the Ira-
.lector,J, but this turning can he done by means of u tether. For example, linespacecraft may releue n 100-km

tether that will attach Itself to an asterol it approaches. The spacecraft Ihen will he forces to tam In a long arc,
which can be lermiHted upon release of the tether when the proper vecto¢ is oblained. -_he primary Iimitalion of
using this process will he lather _trength which, with today's technology, will not allow rel2tiw- velocities to ex-
cesd I-3 km/s. This sod other limits ate investigated, ns well as some mi,_ioft po_ibillttes using this method.
Methods of tether/asteroidaCtnehmentand rele_scwill bediscussedus well.

lntroductica hyperbolic path, and the spacecraft's outgoing speed will
"_"_ KAVITY assist" is the term given to the effective use equal its incoming s_eed. However, a momentum increase (or

of the gravitational field of a massive body to decrease) will be seen by a heliocentric observer. Thus in a
deliberately modify the trajectory of a flyby _pacecraft. For direct .,qyhy of Jupiter, Voyager 2 experienced a velocity in-
example, the two Voyagers _ utilized the gravity assist of crease of several kilometers per second, permitting it to fly out

._upiter to give them additional energy to continuc their flight to Saturn. On the other hand, a retrograde flyby of Jupiter
to Saturn. Jupiter not only provided a needed velocity boost will be needed for the Starprobe spacecraft to lower its sun
so that it cot)ld reach the orbit of Saturn, but also turned the relative velocity and cause it to fall to within 4 solar radii of
trajectories through just the angles needed so that the the sun. _

spacecraft would intercept the planet. Voyager I is headed out Although gravity assist by the planets and the large
of the solar system, bat Voyager 2, with a gravity assist by planetary moons (such as the moons of Jupiter for the Galileo

Saturn, will encounter Uranus in 1986, and then, again via missior.) _ is a useful technique for expanding our capability to
gravity assist, will encounter Neptune in 1989. Similar gravity explore the solar syr,tem, the assisting planet or moon must be
assist missions were Mariner 10, which flew by Venus before at the right place a_ the right t_me. Therefore, launch oppor.
going to Mercury, z and Pioneer ! !, which used a Jupiter tunities are rest:icted; favorable dates mey be years apart. In
gravity assist to lob it out of the ecliptic plane and across the an extreme case, :he Voyager 2-type mission to the four giant
solar system 1o Saturn) planets will not be available again for 175 years. 6

It is the ability of a massive body to bend a spacecraft tea- Knowing the mechanism, value, and limitations of
jectory in a near collision approach that is essential to the planetary gravity assist, is there an alternate means of produc-
gravity assist process. Jupiter is very massive, and will bend ing the same effect with the smaller but more numerous
the spacecraft trajectory through a large angle of the order of asteroids or comets? At the current level of space operations
180 deg. In contrast, the asteroids have such low surface gray- the answer is no, but with the development of tethers, which is

ity that flybys of them are nearly rectilinear. If, however, in now in the infant stage, it may be p_ssible in the future. Since
the course of a flyby, a spacecraft can be attached to an tethers are so new in space applications, some examples that
asteroid with a tether, then the spacecraft can swing around are being seriously considered wil! be given. The realization
the asteroid through a large angle to accomplish the same type . that some applications have already been assigned Shuttle
of trajectory change as gravity assist from a massive planet, flight target dates may remove a somewhat science fiction aura
Here, more about benefits than about means will be discussed, that has surrounded the tether concepts.

hoping to stimulate the process leading to the utilization of Considering that there are thousands of asteroi4s greeter
asteroids in a mode similar to gravity assist, than I km in diameter, the opportunities fi)r utilizing gravity

assist through soft colhsions will e_pand by orders of
D_/namics and Limitations of Gravity A_i,_i magnitude. More asteroids will be discovered and smaller ones

A gravity assist is kinematically equivalent to an elastic col- will be even more numerous. Those as small as 10 m in
lision of two bodies, wh!ch produces a momentum exchange diameter will weigh over 1000 metric tons and could also be ef-
between them. It is an example of a "soft" collision, as corn- fectively used.
pared to a hard colli._ion involving actual surface impact. In

the case of Voyager 2, in a gravitational encounter with Some Proposed Tether Applications
Juptter. an observer on Jupiter will see the spacecraft travel a

In 1988, it is planned to conduct some Shuttle-based tether
e_periments from orbit at a 200-km altitude in space.: In the

- Presented as Paper 84-2056 at the AIAA Astrodynamics Con- first experiment, a 200-kg sat'.llite made by an Italian team
terence, Seattle, WA, Aug. 21-22, 1984; submitted Sept. 20. 1984; will be deployed 30 km above the Orbiter, connected to the
revision received June 12, 1985. Copyright © Amertcan Institute of Shuttle by au electrodynamic tethtr. Measur, ments will be
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Inc., 1985. All rights reserved, made of the electric power generated as the tether moves

*Member of the Technical Staff, Systems Division. throu,_h the geomagnetic field, and : eciprocally of the thrust
tConsuhant, Systems Analysis. developed as a current is passed th_'ough the tether.
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On a second .qh,,ttle launch, the same Italian spacecraft with find the spacecraft-to-tether mass ratio as
different ;.nstruments ',,/illbe suspended on a tether 100 km _,]

below the Orbiter to measure the atmospheric"properties in a M (Vc'_2 _._1
region where the Orbiter itself cannot fly. This experiment will -_ = \ Vj / 2 (3a)
analyze the aerodynamic and aerothermal interactions in a

density regime where there will be some deparrare from free ',._.;_,)2_molecule flow. This tether has a circularcross section 2mm in = 6( (3b)
diameter w".than inner core of Kevl_r49 and an overcoating of " "t ' '_

Teflon to protect the Kevlar from interaction with atomic ox- where the characteristic velocity is calculatfd as Vc = x/-S0-_p.
ygen and from solar uv exposure, in both flights, the tether In the second equality, the stress So has been replaced by
dynamics will be studied and controlled as the tether and Sc=_E, where E is Young,s modulus and J is the safe working
satellite are deployed into their gravity-gradient-stabilized strain, and the fact that the Ionglcud!aal sound velocity is
position, and again as the satellite is reeled back in:o the Or- C/. = x/E-/_ has been used.
biter cargo bay. This eqcation shows that as the spacecraft mass approachesIn another proposed application, s tethers are use_:to assist

zero, there _san upl,',crlie-rotto the ve'ocitD,that can be con-
in the transfer of payloads from low-Earth orbit (LEO) to strained by ,.he tether, namely, Vm,u =V_Cc. This result is
geosychronous orbit (GEO).. A Shuttle payload in LEO is remarkable in that this limit does not depend -pon the
deployed upward on a long tether. By taking advantage of the spacecraft mass or tether length• It is an intrinsic pwopertyof
deployment dynamics, one can arrange that at the minimum the tether material. For Kevlar 49, Cc = 10 kin/s, and a good
altitude, the payload, swinging in an arc about the Shuttle value for _.heworking strain is/_= 0.01. (Actually, the breaking
payload center of mass, is moving so that the swinging velocity strain is /_o= 0•02, therefore, we have an adequate, but not
is in the direction of the orbital motion. At that ooint the generous, safety factor of 2 in the working strain.) Then, the
payload is released. It moves in a new orbit with a higher characteristic velocity is V, = _f_CL= I km/s, and the max-
perigee than the Shuttle, and a much higher apogee due to the imum spacecraft velocity is V,mH= i .4 km/s.
velocity from both the swinging motion and the Shuttle Equation (3b) places limitations on the achievable relative
angular velocity. At apogee i¢ is caught by a tether lowered velocities for a given material and a given spacecra_t4o-tether
i'rom a station in circular orbit. Since the payload usually will mass ratio M/re. A plot of this relation for Kevlar and
have a lowered velocity than the station, it will revolve in a cir- stronger materials is given in Fig. 1.
tie about the station while constrained by the tether. The two This velocity limitation may be circumvented in two ways•
masses can remain in this rotating configuration until the First, from Eq. (i), since the tension decreases as the distance
payload is released at its highest point to attain a yet higheror- from the center of rotation increases, it is possible to decrease
bit• Another station at a still higher altitude can repeat the the cross-sectional area accordingly. The solution is an ex-
catch-and-release process so that the payload eventually ponentially tapered tether (see Ref. 9, for example)• Unfor-
reaches GEO. We have computed that two or three stations tunately, the tether mass required increases rapidly with
would be needed if the tethers are to be made of an existing velocities larger than V_. For example, for V0= 2V_, the
material such as Kevlar. tether-to..spacecraft mass ratio is 17.7. Thus, flyby velocities

Upon closer examination, it can be seen that this method of should be restricted to the characteristic velocity or less, except
momentum transfer, where the station loses the momentum for situations where the tether is reused extensively.
that the payload gains, is a soft collisio_ similar to a gravity A higher velocity may be achieved, however, through con-
assist• In this case, the station takes the place of the planet, trol of tether tension by paying out or reeling in the tether, it

has been assumed that the spacecraft-asteroid tether a_tach-
mcnt will occur when the velocity vector is exactly perpen-

TetherSerengthRequirements dicular to the radius vector between the two. Normally,
Assuming, at present, that some means have been developed however, there will be a radial component of velocity that the

for attaching a tether to an aster, nd duringa flyby, it is possi- tether system must handle. If this component is outward, fhen
ble to determine the tether stre:_gth requirements as a simple the tether must be payed out to avoid the tether tension ¢x-
function of the relative velocity (V_) and the payload-to- ceeding some maximum, if the componem is inward, thee. the
tether-mass ratio. In these "..alculations,the asteroid is con- tether should be reeled in to ensure rotation of the spacecraft.
sidereo as an anchor poin',only, and itsgravity gradient effect Higher velocity than the limit may be handled by paying out
on the tension in the t_her is neglected, the tether when the maximum tension would otherwise be ex-

The spacecraft, of mass M and velocity of approach V,, is c_.eded. This cannot go on indefinitely, therefore, at some
swung in a circular arc of length L about the asteroid. At the point the tether must be detached. Higher velocities, then, will
spacecraft end, t_,e tension is T, =Mw2L, where w= V,/L is limit the turning angle available for artificial gravity assist.
the angular ve_:city of revolution. This represents a boundary
condition o ,_ the system. If the tether has a constant cross-
sectional area A and mass density ,o, the differential equation

for the tension T as a function of radius r is •[ -- ' ' ' '

-dr = - Ap_:r (I) ! ___""'_"__

and the stress in the tether is S= T/A. The solution to this .,...
equation with the boundary condition above is

z - PA°_2 "
SA = T=M_ L +---_(L" -r 2) (2)

We will choose the cross-sectional area A to make the stress a', PAYLOAa-T['mEnNM,,,_L_T_
the origin (where the stress is greatest) to be the safe working
stressSoof the tethermaterial.We canthen obtain the tether Fill. I Velocity Iln_ilationsfor variouspl_ylo|J-lelher msu ratios
mass m =pAL. After some algebraic manipulation, wc can and tethe_-,,._ngth.
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to.o: ,.__.-0--7 --,
Methods of Tether Attachment to Asteroids [6.0 CAmfr, , //_--"Z.:_ t

The material strength of the asteroid surfaces will no: be 4.01 ';'f'_""" , ./'._.J/Z.O I j
!

therefore,themethodsby whichtethe,sareattachedshouldbe '_ Z.01- "k IIRA.DIUS./'_._'//_'_/"---'_..:1.0 _,.00°0n 0°,o,,u.= ,m.. .., ,
bodies, ,ay 10 rain in diameter, the entire asteroid could be _ 1.0i vc/v_....:__X./_j!/V-0., k,/_ 4surrounded by a fishnet-type structure made of flat Kevlar 0.6F i"_"

load on any surfa:e oortion. As a single numerical example _ 0.4 " :_• MAIN
for orientation purposes, consider a Kevlar net engaging the OZ[ ////,,/ _ 1 A$II[ROI) J10-m-diam asteroid with tapes 0.01-g/cm 2 thick that cover 3°;,o I ///// , / -_ r*-- ]

of the asteroid surface. This net will have a mass of I kg only, 0.1k._._///, :/ _ [ , i IIB.T --_.-----_,|
yet will be able to sustain a force of 10 _ N applied to its 0 I ,_ 3 di 5
dlawstring. A spacecraft of 1000 kg traveling _t 1 km/s past I_O1_ Of HIfi.IOOF_TRICCI_CLIAROR|;IT,A.U.
the asteroid, and h:ld by a 100-kin tether will generate a cen-
trifugal force of only I04 N, which could be held safely by the Fill. 2 Aphelion altitude gain for veioclty appl_d t¢ clrcv.ilr orbits.
net.

For largebodieswith strongsurfacestructures,the tether
end couldbe fastenedto a ground penetrator:hatwould an-
chor intotheasteroid.The penetratorwould be leftbehind The effectivenessof tether-asteroidassisti__provescon-
when thetetherisreleasedtoletthe spacecraftflyoff. siderablyat themain asteroidbeltand beyond. At Jupiter's

For largebodiesof about I km in diameterwith a highly orbit,for example, a tetheredspin around with a relative
brecciatedsurfacethatwould havelittlemechanicalstrength, velocityof 2 km/s willextenda spacecraftorbitto !0 a.u.,or
theremay be nothingworthwhileforthetetherto holdonto, outtoSatL'rn.NearJupiterthrearemany smallbodies,which
and the fishnetrequiredto englobetheasteroidwould be too arepossiblyavailablefor a tetheredartificialgravityassist.
massive. It is suggested that the tether end have a plow-shaped Attending the plan£_ itself, iu addition to the four large
device which the spaceraft drags along the aste;oid surface. Galilean moons, there are eight other smaller sateitites or-
The plow exerts a force on the tether, due not to the strength biting at large distances. Their sizes are estimated to range

of the sm ,*aceit breaks up, but to the inertia of the material it from ! to 50 km in diameter. Furthermore, as a result of
displaces. Preliminary calculations show that appropriate ten- Jupiter's influence, o:er a dozen known asteroids cluster
sions can be sustained with plow masses s_,bstantially smaller about the two Trojan pointc ideate,.1 in Jupiter's orbit 60 dog
than the spacecraft mass. However, some active control ahead and behind Jupiter itself. Vcry likely there are many
system is necessary to cushion the shock if the plow hits a much smaller undiscovered trojans oscillating about these two
strong surface feature, stable points. In the future, when missions are flown tc these

asteroid groups, perhaps the soft collision techniques

Mission Capabilities for Arltficinl Crsvity Assist presented here may be of some benefit.

!'he velocity limitations just derived place some restrictions
Mission Applications

on the general use of artificial gravity assist. For example,
none of the Jupiter flyby missions mention_=d earlier could No specific missions using this technique have been
have been accomplished by this alternate method, since the calculated in detail, but some mission applications will be
relative velocity (V infinity) exceeded 6 km/s m all cases, described to illustlate its potential. Some applications show
Bec._use of this velocity limitation, each application must be how this tether assist method may ease the propulsion re-
examined carefully. For example, in an asteroid belt tour it is quirements of previously considered missions, and some show
quite likely that a series of hops could be made with less than I how the method may opcn up new mission possibilities.
km/s velocity difference is: each. Furthermore, the tether
method might we]', be aided by some rocket propulsion to Mars Minions
reduce the velocity difference, since in any event propuls!on A Hohmann tnansfer from Earth orbit to Mars orbit re-
would be necessary to achieve a close enough approach to use quires velocities of about 3-4 km/s. Using an intermediate
a tether, tether-asteroid assist between Earth and Mars can reduce the

Given the velocity limitations for soft collisions imposed by propulsion requirements by about 50 o70.The relative velocity
tether strength, it i._;possible to compute the orbit change requirements a_ the asteroid would he about 1.3 kin/s, requir*
available using this _echnique. Assuming a circular orbit for ing a spacecrafHo-tetber mass ratio of O.I for Kevlar (Fig. I)
the asteroid (eccentric orbits with the same major axis give o_ 1.2 for a tether three times stronger. An Area-type asteroid,
similar results), a soft collision with h, using a [ed_,er, will which has an aphelion less than that of Mars, and whose orbit
allow depart_re in any direction from the asteroid. The most is nearly in the ecliptic, would be a suitable intermediary. It is
favorable u_parture direction, to enlarge the orbit, is in the estimated tha_ about 2500 _steroids with diameters greater
direction of the asteroid's orbital motion about the sun. The than I km are in suitable near-Earth orbits. Probably, there

aphelion inciease in terms of tl)e radius of the initial orbit and are enough of these bodies so that the Earth-asteroid-Mars
the relative velocity is given in Fig. 2. phasing problem would disappear, since at any launch time

Far an asteroid in the Earth's orbit, for example, having a:a one of them would be in a proper poshion to accommodate a
orbit radius of ' a.u., about 3 [m/s are required to reach ou_ tethered assist.
to Mars orbit which is at about 1.5 a.u. A veloci_,' of i km/._
win only c,.:tend about 0.15 a.u. from the Earth's circular Outer Pl=net Missions
orbit. Transfer velocities fro: _arth to Japiter o:bits and beyond

Applying Fig. 2 to larger orbits, this technique is more ef- sre much greater: 9 km/ compared with 3 km/s to reach
fective. A tethered swing around an asteroid in Mars' orbit Mars. A Mars true gravity assist to Jupiter can reduce this
will extend the spacecraft aphelion out to 2.5 a.u. assuming a transfer requirement to about 6 km/s. Instead of Mars, a
relative velocity of 3 km/s. This is still not as effective as a suitable asteroid in the main belt could be used with the tether
gravitational assist by Mars itself. At one phase in the Galileo artificial gravity assist method. Phasing would not be a prob-
mission design, for example, a close flyby of Mars was pro- lem, as it would be for Mars itself, since many of these
posed to boost the spacecraft out to Jupiter, which is at 5.2 asteroids are fairly evenly distributed in near-circular orbits,
a.u. _° and are close to the ecliptic.
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An even more advantageous method would be to transfer to F;.qally, tethered assists may be valuable in the iar future for
Mars' orbi_ with about 4 kin/s, and perform a Mars gravity possible economic utilization o_"asteroidal materials it, space.
ass!st into the asteroid belt. Next, use tether assists with It my.y, for example, b_ n:ce:;_ary to return asteroid_J mass to
several main belt asteroids in succession to gain the velocity re- the ¢icinity of the E'_rth oi Moon on a continuing basis.
quired to reach out to Jupiter. By using Mars, lower relative Rather than expend.'_bie o,,a_ellants, a set of permanent
velocities of the spacecraft with each asteroid will be needed, reuseable tether station, on a string of asteroids could provide
and hence a lighter tether may be used than with a single in- the mean,, to transpc.t _he min,.,d rn,_.=.;.d k.^t- tO r-................... _.,.. v._ Lat I It,

........... ., .,_,,. u _,. ,,c believe '.hat in most of these applica-
tions all or a major part of the tether is reuseabie. This is one

advantage of tJsing a tether compared with using rocket pro-
pulsion and expending fuel. Conclusions

Similar scenarios for tether assist missions may be de- An alternate n_ethod of producing gravity assist using
veloped for the other 3uter planets. It should be re_nembered, asteroids has b_¢ ': presented. Successful development of this
however, that Jupiter remains the most powerful source for technique will dep,'nd on many factors, some of the more ira-

gravity assist in the solar system, portant being: .i;.gher-strength tether material, a method of at-
taching and releasing a tether with an asteroid, tether

Main Belt Asteroid Missions dynzmics cont:'ol, and development of a navigation system to

The asteroid belt itself is the natural place for tether assist achieve the required accuracies for tether attachment and
missions, As mentioned for the Jupiter mission, the spacecraft release.
may utilize a Mars gravity assist to get from Earth into the Even when these problems have been solved, actual use of
asteroid heir. One can then imagine a spacecraft collecting the system will be heavily mission-dependent. Tradeoff studies

samples of asteroid materia! at the same time it is performing a will be required to decide whether the tether system or conven-
tether assist to fly on to another asteroid. After a tour of a tional rocket propulsion or some combination of both is op-
number of asteroids, the process could be reverse ] by per- timum for the mission goals. Tethers appear to have sigmti-
forming a gravity assist at Mars to return to Ear, ; with the cant merit in missions where they can be reused several times.
asteroid samples collected, for highly repetitive use they may be the only practical

Main belt asteroid tours have been seriously considered us- devices.
ins low-thrust rocket propulsion. _t Successive rendezvous
with from 4 to 8 asteroids would take up to i0 years. Although
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